Warthin Tumor of the Parotid Gland: MR-Pathologic Correlation
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PURPOSE: To describe the MR appearance of Warthin tumor and correlate the images with pathologic sections. METHODS: MR studies of seven patients with Warthin tumors in the parotid gland were retrospectively reviewed; MR results were compared with pathologic specimens in five instances. FINDINGS: One patient had a bilateral tumor; another had three tumors in the right parotid gland and one in the left. Ten tumors showed well-defined borders; the other, which was accompanied by infection, had an indefinite border only at the upper pole. All had thin capsules not shown on MR. Four showed small lobulations at the margins. Fibrosis appeared as septa-like structures of low signal intensity in three cases. There were areas of hemorrhage with accumulation of hemosiderin in two cases. All tumors had low or intermediate T1-weighted signal intensity, four with high intensity areas of cysts containing cholesterol crystals. On T2W images, two tumors had homogeneously intermediate intensity; the other nine had mixed intensity. Areas of intermediate intensity were correlated with abundant epithelial tissues; focal high-intensity areas were correlated with cysts and/or areas of predominant lymphoid proliferation. CONCLUSIONS: MR findings such as bilaterality and/or multiplicity, well-defined margins, and predominantly intermediate signal intensity on T1W and T2W images with focal areas of high signal intensities on T1W images suggest Warthin tumor, but are not pathognomonic.
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Warthin tumors (adenolymphoma, papillary cystadenoma lymphomatous, lymphomatous adenoma) are benign entities that account for 5% to 10% of tumors in the parotid gland. They are much more common in men than in women (the ratio is 5 to 1), especially men of middle-age (40 to 70 years old). In about 5% to 10% of cases they are bilateral; they may also be multiple in the unilateral gland. Some authors have described magnetic resonance (MR) findings of this entity among series of parotid lesions, but descriptions concerning signal intensities of the tumor are variable: on T2-weighted (T2W) images, some are high (2–6), while others are similar in intensity to the normal parotid gland (3, 4, 7, 8); some are homogeneous (3, 4, 6, 8–10), while others are heterogeneous (3, 4, 6, 9). In this study, we review MR findings of Warthin tumors and correlate them with pathologic findings to elucidate the variability of MR findings.

Methods and Materials

We reviewed MR studies of the parotid gland in seven patients with pathologically proved Warthin tumor. The patients, six men and one woman, had a mean age of 63 years (47–73 year range). All had undergone surgery and pathologic examination; no needle biopsies had been performed prior to surgery. All MR examinations were performed using 1.5-T MR units. In two cases, a ring-type
Results

Eleven tumors with mean diameter of 2.3 cm (range, 0.7–3.2 cm) were found in seven cases. In one case, there was one bilateral tumor; in another, there were three tumors in the right parotid gland and one in the left. Eight tumors were located in the right parotid gland, three in the left. Nine of the tumors were situated in the superficial lobe; the others were in the deep lobe of the parotid gland. Ten tumors showed well-defined margins (Figs. 1-3); the other revealed an indefinite border at the upper pole of the tumor, with well-defined borders elsewhere. Four tumors showed small lobulations at the margins. In three cases, there were septa-like structures, which had low T1W and low T2W signal intensities. In two cases, there were areas considered to be hemorrhage (Fig. 3).

On T1W images, all the tumors had low or intermediate signal intensity; however, four of them also showed multiple high-intensity areas on T1W images (Figs. 1 and 3). On T2W images, two tumors had homogeneously intermediate intensity, both in the patient with four tumors. The other nine tumors appeared on T2W images as lesions of mixed intensity; that is, intermediate intensity with focal high intensity regions (Figs. 1 and 3). High intensity areas were small in four of the nine tumors (Figs. 2 and 3). In five of the nine tumors, high intensity areas of irregular thickness were predominantly observed in the periphery of the tumors (Figs. 1 and 2).

Radiologic pathologic correlations revealed the following findings. All tumors had thin capsules that were not demonstrated by MR. One tumor with an indefinite border on MR images was accompanied by infection. Septa-like structures on MR images were ascertained to be fibrosis (Fig. 1B). Two tumors had localized hemorrhage demonstrated by MR; the Berlin-blue staining of one showed corresponding focal accumulation of hemosiderin.

High-intensity areas on T1W images corresponded to cysts containing proteinaceous fluids with cholesterol crystals or foamy cells (Figs. 1B and 3C). Cysts with scanty cholesterol crystals appeared as hypointense as or slightly more hypointense than the tumors themselves on T1W images. Intermediate intensity areas on T2W images were correlated with abundant epithelial tissues (Fig. 2C), while focal high-intensity areas were correlated with cysts and/or areas of predominant lymphoid proliferation (Fig. 3C). Predominant high-intensity areas in the periphery of tumors on T2W images were thought to be rich proliferations of reactive lymphocytes in the subcapsular regions, surrounding the epithelial portions in the center (Fig. 2C). Iron staining was not diffuse but focal even in areas of hemorrhage; therefore, the cause of intermediate signal intensity on T2W images was not considered to be the accumulation of hemosiderin.

Discussion

Warthin tumors are grossly ovoid and have a smooth surface. Most Warthin tumors vary from partly to predominantly cystic; the cyst fluid, which is usually brown and tenacious, may be yellow and thin with cholesterol crystals in some cases (1). Cyst formation is reported in about 30% of cases (1). This entity should be suspected when MR or computed tomography (CT) shows a mass of well-defined smooth margins, cyst formation, and bilaterality or multiplicity (12, 13). In the parotid glands, however, these findings are
Fig. 1. Warthin tumor in the right parotid gland of a 47-year-old man. The sagittal T1W image (spin echo 600/17, A) shows a well-defined tumor of intermediate intensity, with multiple high-intensity areas. A fan-shaped area of lower intensity is seen at the periphery of the tumor (arrow). A sagittal section of the specimen (B) proves that the multiple high-intensity areas are cysts containing rich, foamy cells (Cy) and that the lower intensity area corresponds to fibrosis (arrow). The coronal T2W image (spin echo 2500/80, C) shows the intermediate intensity mass with focal high-intensity areas, especially in the periphery (arrowheads).
not specific to Warthin tumor; any well-defined tumor is likely to be benign. Cyst formation can be seen in some inflammatory diseases, HIV-positive lymphoepithelial cyst, and other tumors, like pleomorphic adenoma. Bilateral lesions and multiple lesions in a single parotid gland can occur in inflammation (including autoimmune diseases and granulomatous diseases), intraparotid lymphadenopathy, oncocytoma, acinar cell carcinoma and other infiltrative malignant tumors, and, rarely, neurofibromatosis, lymphoid neoplasms, and metastasis (12, 14). In the present study, cysts containing cholesterol crystals appeared on T1W images as high-intensity areas; this finding may be suggestive of Warthin tumor, but hemorrhagic cysts or necrosis with proteinaceous fluid in other tumors like pleomorphic adenoma can show a similar pattern. Intraparotid hemorrhage was observed in two cases of this study; Swartz et al state that MR often shows areas of hemorrhage in cases of Warthin tumor (11).

Warthin tumors had components of intermediate signal intensity on T2W images in this series; two tumors showed homogeneous intensity similar to the normal parotid gland; the other nine showed mixed intensity. This difference in appearance was attributed to the ratio of epithelial tissue to lymphoid tissue and cystic spaces. Tumors isointense to the gland were rich in epithelial tissue, while hyperintense lesions were mixed with epithelial tissue, lymphoid proliferation, and cystic formation. This pattern recalls the various scintigraphic appearances of Warthin tumor obtained in a technetium-99m pertechnetate study.
Seifert et al carried out a pathologic review of 275 cases of Warthin tumor and divided them into three subtypes according to the ratio of epithelial tissue to lymphoid stroma (16): subtype 1 involves typical cystadenolymphoma (CAL), with an epithelial tumor component of 50% (77% of all cases); subtype 2, stroma-poor CAL, with an epithelial tumor component of 70% to 80% (13.5% of all cases); and subtype 3, stroma-rich CAL, with an epithelial tumor component of only 20% to 30% (2% of all cases). They postulate that Warthin tumors evolve from subtype 3 through subtype 1 to subtype 2 by further adenomatous epithelial proliferation.

We think Warthin tumors of subtype 2 are revealed as masses of intermediate intensity by MR, while those of subtype 1 or 3 are revealed as masses of inhomogeneous intensity. In their series, 75% of multifocal occurrence was observed in subtype 2; this was also observed in our series. We do not know the cause of intermediate signal intensity in areas dominated by epithelial tissue. Iron staining in the present study indicates that the low signal is not due to hemorrhage. Perhaps it reflects the hypercellularity of epithelial tissues with lack of fluid, as in cases of high-grade malignancies (5). However, epithelial tissues usually surround cystic spaces in Warthin tumors. Some paramagnetic substances might exist in mitochondria-rich epithelial tissues in Warthin tumors (1), but further research on this point will be necessary.

In the MR differential diagnosis of parotid lesions with low T1W and low T2W signal intensities, Som et al include high-grade malignancies (mucoepidermoid carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, undifferentiated carcinoma, and carcinoma expleomorphic adenoma), fibrosis due to prior surgery or postoperative irradiation, vascular flow voids, and calcifications (5). Others have reported...
that, besides Warthin tumor, pleomorphic adenoma, squamous cell carcinoma, adenoid cystic carcinoma, metastasis, lymphoma, and inflammation show relatively low-intensity on T2W images (3, 6, 8). Oncocytoma should also be included because of its similar histology with subtype 2 Warthin tumor. The exclusion of vascular flow voids and calcifications is not difficult radiologically (5). Ill-defined lesions such as inflammations and infiltrative malignancies are distinguishable from Warthin tumors, but not from severely infected ones.

The most difficult diagnostic problem is presented by fairly well-defined lesions of lower T2W signal intensity. In our experience, if the lesion has large lobulations, it is more likely to be pleomorphic adenoma or carcinoma expleomorphic adenoma; otherwise, differentiation on the basis of MR findings alone is difficult, necessitating scintigraphic studies using technetium-99m pertechnetate or needle biopsies. The sensitivity of radioisotope scanning is reported to be about 67% (17) and its spatial resolution is lower than that of MR or CT; however, one author reported that, on postdischarge images, Warthin tumors greater than 2 cm in diameter could be seen as hot lesions (15). Moreover, this examination is occasionally positive for carcinoma, oncocytoha, pleomorphic adenoma, and neurofibroma (18).

In conclusion, the current series shows that various MR findings correlated well with pathologic findings in Warthin tumor. Bilaterality and/or multiplicity, well-defined margins, and predominantly intermediate signal intensity on T1W and T2W images with focal areas of high signal intensities on T1W images suggest Warthin tumor. However, these findings are not pathognomonic and high-grade malignancies with well-defined margins make MR differentiation most problematic.
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